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The importance of  
the SME sector
The raison d’être of microfinance is to provide access to financial services to 
those who are excluded from the usual sources.  Rapid progress has been 
made, particularly with very small enterprises in urban areas. 

1 Source : portail microfinance : financer efficacement les PME en Afrique : une vision du terrain – Gouillat, E., November 2017.

But it has to be said that there is still a lot to 
be done: small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) are missing out.  90% of privately-owned 
companies in Africa are SMEs, but only 10% 
have access to any funding1, making it difficult 
for them to grow: banks often decline to lend to 
SMEs because they think it will be too risky.

For the microfinance institutions the challenge is 
to ensure they have the appropriate:

|| Risk analysis capability (analysis of balance 
sheets, debt ratios, etc)

|| Business model (product range, guarantees 
required)

|| Client support

|| Financial capacity (amounts and duration).

Data  
from the World 

Bank reveals 
a global SME 

funding gap of 
$2.6 billion, 
concentrated  

in Africa  
and Asia.



-global SME funding gap 
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OTHER TYPES OF 
COMPANY

IN AFRICA 

90%
OF COMPANIES ARE SMEs

10% 
have access  

to any funding
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Rural cooperatives of 
producers and  
their special values 
At a workshop held in Addis Ababa during African Microfinance Week in 
October 2017, SOS Faim highlighted the fact that rural cooperatives of pro-
ducers are a very special type of SME, with values that merit attention. 

This is,  
of course, an 

“ideal” set  
of values.   

They are not all 
present in every 

cooperative;  
rather they 

represent a goal  
to aim for.
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THE SEVEN VALUES 

OF A COOPERATIVE

1 Democracy   Managers are members who have been 

democratically elected by the other members.  

All members have a vote, with no exceptions: one 

member, one vote.

2 Solidarity   The cooperative and its members support one 

another and the community.

 

3 Responsibility  All the members have a shared responsibility 

for the cooperative, irrespective of their role.

 

4 Continuity  A cooperative serves the interests of its  

members, whether current or future.

5 Transparency  A cooperative is transparent in its dealings  

with its members and with the community. 

6 Proximity   A cooperative is rooted in its local area and 

supports regional development.

7 Service  A cooperative offers products and services 

which are designed to meet the economic and 

social needs of all of its members. 
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A strong revival
The cooperative sector has been through some bad times, suffering from 
state intervention in the 70s and 80s.  

The 90s saw the start of a revival linked to 
growth in the social economy, but the picture 
is still far from perfect.  There is still some poor 
governance, weak management and inadequate 
funding – much as there is with other SMEs.

A rural cooperative of producers has quite spe-
cific financial requirements, both for its members 
and for its corporate activities (working capital, 
commercialisation funds, finance for the con-
struction of shared infrastructure and facilities).

One way of meeting these needs is to work 
closely with existing financial institutions.  This 
can be beneficial for both parties, as can be seen 
from the three initiatives we describe below, in 
Mali, Senegal and Ethiopia.

Each case study has its own characteristics.  The 
Mali experience is presented from the point of 
view of the cooperative of producers; in Senegal 
the cooperatives teamed up with the financial 
institutions at the outset; in Ethiopia it was the 
financial institution which chose the cooperative 
route.

Mali, FASO JIGI – spoilt for choice?  
FASO JIGI is a union of cooperatives in the Ségou region of Mali.  It has just 
celebrated its twentieth birthday.  It produces cowpea, rice, dry cereals 
(millet, sorghum and maize) and shallots.

The union’s objective is to ensure that it gets a 
fair price for what it produces, and thus to en-
sure that its members benefit from a reliable 
source of income.

What is special about FASO JIGI is that it has set 
up commercial relationships with three different 
financial institutions, with different characteris-
tics in terms of their geography and of the rates 
and services that they offer, thus creating a form 
of competition between them.

1
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THE RELATIONSHIPS COMPARED 
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Each  
of the financial 
institutions  
has made  
large loans.
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Senegal, Mutualist Financial 
Union of Louga (UFM) 
An institutional framework enabling cooperatives of producers and 
financial institutions to cooperate from the outset…  

The UFM (Mutualist Financial Union of Louga), 
a community savings and credit mutual, was 
founded in 2008. It is unusual in that it brings 
together 10 financial institutions and 22 coop-
eratives of producers: a good basis for strategic 
discussion of rural financing.

It has more than 15,000 members and a credit 
portfolio of more than €1,500,000

This synergy has the following benefits: 

For the cooperatives For the financial institutions

Fulfilment of the economic potential of the 
agriculture practised by the cooperatives and 
their members 

Improved performance by virtue of a stable 
relationship with the cooperatives 

Financial inclusion for rural populations with 
local development projects – often using  
migrants’ savings

Development of new market niches

Diversification and management of risk

Two examples in practice 

|| Microfinance for young people (the valley of 
the River Senegal)

This project was set up in response to rep-
resentations made by cooperatives of produc-
ers on behalf of their individual members. Loans 
of €1,000 repayable over five years have been 
made to 740 young people to cover investment 
and related running costs.  

|| Financing the FAPAL cooperative (Ground-
nut Basin)

This initiative is a response to the collective need 
for investment funds (a workshop for the pro-
duction of agricultural equipment) and for the 

working capital required in the cultivation of mil-
let, cowpea and groundnut (commercialisation.  

The UFM is supporting digitalisation across the 
different value chains by getting involved in the 
development of a platform which brings togeth-
er the various players, including cooperatives 
(market information system), and of a system of 
digital finance to reduce the cost of operational 
transactions.

It is also a prominent advocate of modifying the 
regulatory environment to make it more favour-
able to agricultural investment eg through the 
introduction of a warehouse receipts system, to 
give a very concrete example. 

2
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UP AND RUNNING  
IN SENEGAL
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Ethiopia, Wasasa Microfinance 

Institution (MFI) 
Working with independent cooperatives…

Wasasa MFI was set up in September 2000 by 
the Oromo Self-Reliance Association (Osra), a 
local development support NGO. 

It is now one of Ethiopia’s leading private micro-
finance institutions, with more than 70,000 bor-
rowers and more than 140,000 active savers.

At the start of 2018 savings totalled €4,853,711 
and loans €11,780,482. To meet the demand for 
loans Wasasa is currently obliged to borrow on 
the Ethiopian finance market.

75% of its business is in rural areas.

The cooperative movement in Ethiopia has strong 
support from the government, for savings and 
loans, and in the main fields of agriculture (culti-
vation of coffee and sugar cane, apiculture, seed 
multiplication, livestock and fish farming, etc).  

There are currently more than 78,000 coopera-
tives in Ethiopia.  Somewhat perversely, govern-

ment support is so strong that the management 
and membership of the cooperatives feel under 
an obligation to make use of it. 93% believe that 
it is essential to work with the government, but 
only 37% feel that the support they get has any 
real value.

The frame of mind which prevails in this situation 
leads to high expectations, a lack of ownership 
and weak governance; behind a successful co-
operative often stands a local NGO.

Wasasa has developed a product aimed at this 
cooperative market, and at “independent” co-
operatives in particular – thus fulfilling its mis-
sion whilst reducing costs and limiting risk.

The cooperatives benefit from access to finance, 
enabling them to offer more services to their 
members, whilst making credit applications also 
helps them to manage better. 

A concrete example of success 
Wasasa has been supporting a seed multiplication cooperative with  
82 members.  Backed at the outset by a development support NGO, the 
cooperative has continued to function effectively since the NGO withdrew.   

The leadership is strong.  Each member devotes 
half a hectare to seed multiplication. 95% of the 
output is sold to the cooperative, which has a 
warehouse, processing machinery and a tractor.

A first loan to the cooperative for the purchase of 
seed, of 300,000 Birrs (€8,965), at a rate of 15% 
flat, has been repaid without difficulty.

Wasasa’s willingness to offer services to this type 
of cooperative means that is has to employ spe-
cialists in agricultural finance and to have access 
to medium- and long-term sources of finance in 
order to make investment loans which meet the 
cooperatives’ requirements.

 

3
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An example of a cooperative  
for the purchase of seeds

Each member devotes   
1/2 hectare to seed 
multiplication

95% of the output  
is sold to the cooperative
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Conclusion 
Each of these case studies is a “win-win” for the 
parties involved.

Working with cooperatives enables a finance in-
stitution to pursue the fulfilment of its mission 
whilst making economies of scale, developing 
sustainable relationships, expanding its client 
base, and reducing risk through diversification.  

A relationship with a finance institution gives a 
cooperative access to a local source of finance, 
enabling it to offer more and better services to 
its members, which means they can get more in-
volved.  Moreover, this exposure to the world of 
finance (and the need to make loan applications) 
results in better management and helps ensure 
that the economic potential of the activities of 
the cooperative and its members is exploited.

It is essential that relations between coopera-
tives and finance institutions should continue to 
grow stronger, as they both have an important 
part to play in the economic development of 
family farming.  Communication, cooperation 
and mutual comprehension are key to the suc-
cess of this collaboration.  

This edition of Zoom Microfinance was written by Marc 
Mees, Knowledge Manager at SOS Faim Belgium, with sup-
port from Christophe Brismé and Laurent Biot.

It makes use of inputs from Mamoutou Kané (Faso Jigi), Man-
sour Ndiaye (UFM), Amsalu Aelamyehu and Sorsa Debela 
(Wasasa). 

To further  
level the  

playing field  
it is also  

important that 
a big effort 

should be made 
to educate 

cooperatives 
of producers in 

financial matters.
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